Institutional Values
PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

O

VISION

riental education society was established in the
year 1992 under the dynamic leadership of well
known educationist Prof Javed Khan.
The objective of the society is to provide quality education with fine exposure to practical knowledge of industry.
The energy and dynamism of today’s youth need to be
chennelized into productive pathways as the institution
aims at identifying and harnessing the potential of the
youth to its maximum in all the areas that provide a competitive edge to deal with the demands of the market.
We have been a constant source of education over a period of 24 years but OES has never been as vibrant and
innovative as it is today. We believe in original, hands
on practice, something that’s missing most liberal art of
education. OES attracts the type of students who want
to explore a topic beyond the textbook. OES students
from day one are ready to work closely with our experienced faculty on research projects of real academic consequences where professors and students are partners
in discovery.
Our college is one of the best colleges in the vicinity and
every year students from in and around the vicinity flock
to seek admission in our college. We have a bunch of
experienced, highly qualified faculties who impart best
of their knowledge to the student community and groom
these young individuals as future leaders of tomorrow.

To create world class individuals with excellence in personal & professional fields, with the
devotion to inculcate competencies of highest
standards.
MISSION
To provide high quality education and conduct
cutting edge research for continuous improvement and professional growth in the context of
global opportunities.VA

Respect & Responsibility: We respect ourselves
and respect others for their special talents, skills and
contributions, we encourage all members of the OES
community to act with integrity, Compassion and forethought towards themselves, others, and the planet . We
take pride in all that we do, and are accountable for our
actions.

Balance: We encourage all members to live a life filled
with reflection, civic involvement, hard work, exploration,
and to be as a family.

Integrity: We believe, integrity is the heart of all lasting relationship and endeavours, and will work with each
other in good faith.

Leadership: We encourage students to explore and

question, to seek solution, to make firm decisions and
solve problems, to demonstrate tenacity and to express
themselves confidently. Our prime focus is to develop
each student’s individuality on entrepreneurial spirit in
order to discover their potential.

Forward Thinking: Our values are woven into every

T

omorrow’s society shall be formed by the educated
individuals of today. Hence it is of utmost importance to
have a comprehensive and focussed education platform
that can help today’s youth walk into a better tomorrow.

college program and expressed through a multitude of
activities which are designed to each individuals talent,
growing skills and aspirations.

Courage & Commitment: We encourage all members to call forth their known and unknown individual
strength when faced with uncertainly and adversity, creating a personal window for unlimited growth. We keep
our promises and fulfill all our commitments.

Knowledge: We encourage all members to seek, un-

Prof. Javed Khan
President, Oriental Education Society
Ex-Minister of Education &
Ex-Chairman, CIDCO

derstand and enhance all concepts, ideas and issues
that are woven together to our common world heritage.

Collaboration: We will co-operate with each other,
learn and have fun together to achieve things which are
of significance.
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Institute at a Glance

S

President’s Message

The College offers graduation Courses: (Affiliated to
Mumbai Univesity)

anpada College of Commerce & Technology is one
of the most prestigious institution of Navi Mumbai.
SCCT started its journey in the field of education
in the year 2004. Under the dynamic leadership of a
well known educationist, Prof. Javed Khan. The objective of the IINSTITUTION IS TO IDENTIFY AND HARNESS THE POTENTIAL OF THE YOUTHS TO THEIR
GREATEST HEIGHTS, PREPARING THEM TO FACE
THE FUTURE JOB MARKET. We are well known for
quality education and skill avdvancement program with
highly qualified faculties. SCCT is affiliated to University
of Mumbai and offers courses in the area of commerce,
banking and insurance, information technology, computer science, accounting and finance, management studies and mass media. SCCT is equipped with high tech library, advanced computer lab, elaborated sports facilities
as well as qualified educators and trainers who nurture
the students to their higher professional skills and make
them industry ready with their sincere and dedicated efforts. The college has a seven storyed modern building
with total built up area of70,000 square feet to 1,00,000
square feet which consists of well ventilated class rooms
, offices, labrotaries, staff rooms, media lab, computer
laband photography lab. The library is well maintained
with variety of books .SCCT is an examination centre for
all courses of Mumbai University. Every annually more
than 1000 students appear for the examinations.

•

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.)(2004-05)

•

F.Y.J.C. & S.Y.J.C. - COmmerce (2004-05)

•

Bachelor of Banking & Insurance (B.B. & I.)
(2007-08)

•

Bachelor of Science, Information Technology
(B.Sc.I.T.)(2007-08)

•

Bachelor of Management Studies (B.M.S.)(2008-09)

•

F.Y.J.C. & S.Y.J.C. - Science (2009-10)

•

Bachelor fo Accounting & Finance (B.A.F.)(201011)

•

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science
(B.Sc.C.S.)

•

Bachelor of Mass Media (B.M.M.)(2010-11)

“What sculpture is to a block of marble,
Education is to a human soul.”
-Joseph Addison

Prof. Javed Khan

Founder/ President,
Oriental Education Society
Ex-Education Minister & Ex-CIDCO Chairman

M

y focus is to develop every single student as a global citizen, with tolerance, reverence and appreciation to assorted cultures and religions. They should be
self-motivated, independent, confident decision makes
to take up leadership roles in the future.
In SCCT, we endeavor to establish a congenial atmosphere where student’s brilliance is motivated by values,
success is strengthened by ethics and modernity is fortified by tradition. Besides academic excellence, the college is committed to inculcate in all its students, strong
ethical values of integrity, politeness, kindness and respect for elders.
SCCT is breaking down the barriers of education and
is providing quality education, which directly aligns with
business and industry. The backbone of the institution
is the team of highly qualified and dedicated faculties to
deliver world class learning experience and knowledge
to the students. We provide professional undergraduate
courses to prepare students to find suitable employment
prospects.
The college has grown to support more than 2044 degree
students each year with more than 45 faculties and supporting staff to serve the briskly mounting student popu-
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lation. Despite the unprecedented growth, we have not
lost sight of Oriental Educational Society’s primary goal:
to provide the minority community with comprehensive,
open-access to affordable, quality teaching and learning
opportunities. Recollecting the words of Einstein,
“Imagination is more important than knowledge for knowledge is limited to all we know and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, and all these ever
will be to know and understand”
I wish all the students, staff and esteemed parents to
pledge this year to channel our understanding and know
actual need of education and let us all benefit from this
understanding.
OES’ identity emanates through actions consistent with
our values and principles, mission and strategic plans. I
hope and wish each one of you relish this wonderful journey of education and knowledge empowerment.
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Treasurer’s Message

General Secretary’s Message

“Successful and unsuccessful people do
not vary greatly in their abilities. They
vary in their desires to reach their potential.”

“Education is an ornament in prosperity
and a refuge in adversity.”

-Aristotle

– John Maxwell

Mrs. Humera J. Khan

Mr. Waseem J. Khan

Treasurer,
Oriental Education Society

I

strongly believe that education is a comprehensive
progression that leads to the accomplishment of the
full potential of the students. Our students of SCCT are
groomed to think out of the box and engulf articulation,
novelty and teamwork.
Our challenge lies is utilizing the changing learning patterns with changes in the methods of instructions tied
with technological advancements, to create an educational experience that will influence the all-round development of the students and uphold our commitment towards nation building.
I am proud to claim SCCT to a diverse, students-centered campus offering high-value education. As rightly
said by John Dewey ,

evolution of our students by organizing enlightening lectures and workshops pertaining to socio-cultural integrity of the society. Women Cell, Literary Society, Media
Society, Commerce Association, Computer Society and
Economics/Business Forum are the various active cells
in this direction.
If knowledge emanates and wisdom delays, education
loses its purpose. To enhance the overall personality of
our students, extra- curricular activities like drama, music, debates, elocution, poetry, playing musical instruments are our regular activities, which go on bringing
laurel to the college at the University, State and National
level competitions.
We are making remarkable progress in transforming our
college into a highly competitive institution in the city as
we are enjoying an increased level of awareness about
the college by the public. This helps us replace possible
misperceptions with an essential reality- we were good,
we have been getting better and increasingly, we are
among the best.

Give the pupil something to do,
Not something to learn;
And the doing is of such a nature as to
Demand thinking; learning naturally results.
Our College ventures into the emotional and spiritual
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General Secretary,
Oriental Education Society

A

ny new technology or a tech-intensive project won’t
demarcate education of the 21st Century. 21st
Century Education will, however, be defined by an
essential modification in what we are teaching – a shift towards student-centred education and generating creative
thinkers.
Education is a skill to meet life circumstances with resistance and meticulousness laced with knowledge and intelligence with which one can mount to any extent, one
desires. The thrust of education at Sanpada College of
Commerce and Technology is not only to produce mere
degree holders but the bright young men and women
equipped abundant to foray into the world with an allround development in personality. Our vision of the institutions is to instruct quality education in all core disciplines
of knowledge by developing global leaders who are confident, smart and intelligent and to find the inner urge of
students who are lacking behind in common academic
platform. As rightly said, “Integrating technology with faceto-face teacher time generally produces better academic
outcomes than employing either technique alone.” – Edutopia
With best infrastructure, techno-support ambience, latest gadgets, SCCT equip the students to progress with

competitive zeal. The college provides new job oriented
courses, career-counselling and highly enthused qualified
teachers to prepare our budding young students to face
the outer reality and the competitive career market. We
earnestly endeavour to help our students in realizing their
dreams and make them a better human being.
Since its inception, SCCT has been focussing on the formation of intellectual capacity, training of the will and formation of character of the students, thus guaranteeing the
fundamental formation of the prospective leader. SCCT is
dedicated to inculcating desirable social and human values and moral principles that would make the student and
the teachers righteous and value-oriented. We provide a
wide range of opportunities and experiences for students
to discover their potentialities and cultivate their artistic
and aesthetic sense through cultural performance and
nurture their social responsibility through various activities. Collegiality, rather than competition, is the significant
characteristic of our institution. We hope that the long list
of distinguished alumni of SCCT who are serving judiciary,
administration, education, corporate, politics etc. would
stimulate the youth into positive direction for the development of society.
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CEO’s Message

Principal’s Message

“A desire can change nothing,
a decision can change something but a
determination can change everything”.

Dr. Haider-E-Karrar

Prof. Raosaheb Shindegalwekar

CEO,
Oriental Education Society

E

ducation enables a person to face new challenges,
achieve progresses and lead a successful life. The
institute undertook a series of reforming exercises
to become what it has become today. We now welcome
students to come forward to experience the difference.
Keeping abreast of this contemporary world of cut throat
competitions, we at Oriental education Society, aim at
creating an inter-disciplinary and a holistic academic environment that enable students to gain knowledge without stress
Oriental Education Society has been working relentlessly
towards providing the highest quality of professional
education to students with the objective of equipping them
for a global career. To make a great career is a dream
for every student, and they see their dream coming true

in this education Institute of excellence. We have been
succeeded in our relentless pursuit of excellence which
can be evidenced in our remarkable growth from one
institution to a group , giving us a large family of students,
faculty members, support staff and industry heavyweights,
all of whom we are honoured to be associated with.
In the present competitive global scenario, we provide
you a platform to fulfill your most-cherished dreams
and hopes. Our focus on continuous development,
emphasizing quality teaching and sense of belongingness
of the qualified and experience faculty has brought laurels
to our credit.
I am sure, the student aspiring to seek admission in our
prestigious Institutions are bound to meet success.
I wish you all bright and prosperous future.
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Principal,
Sanpada College of Commerce & Technology

I

t is my pleasure to welcome you to Sanpada College
of Commerce and Technology, an Institution under Oriental Education Society (OES) which has set itself a
Vision “To create world class individuals with excellence in personal and professional fields, with the
devotion to inculcate competencies of highest standards”. The evolution of the institute over the years has
witnessed strong blend of state-of-the-art infrastructure
and intricately intertwined human resource committed to
provide professional education with thrust on creativity
and innovation. The motivating environment in SCCT for
knowledge assimilation, generation and dissemination
with a sense of social responsibility, human values and
concern for social commitment has carved a niche for
itself among the best educational institute providing professional courses in Greater Mumbai Region.
The special emphasis is on Outcome Based and Experiential Learning. On one hand, the students are taken
for Industrial Visits, and on the other hand the departmental events organized creates platform for the students to
have industry interface. The academic activities concentrate on helping the students to gain an excellent theoretical knowledge base and in the development of skills to
implement them. We are constantly reviewing our set up
to update and improve while making sure that students
gain thinking skills, analytical frameworks, entrepreneurial skills, interpersonal and communication skills. There
is also an ample of scope in co-curricular and extracurricular activities at SCCT wherein the students are encouraged to show their talents. SCCT ensures that the
students prove themselves to be not only well qualified

graduates but also very responsible and ideal citizens of
our country.
In SCCT, it is believed and practiced that excellence is a
continuous process. Challenges and Opportunities are
two sides of the same coin. Modern education, curriculum development and teaching methodologies have to
keep pace with the demand of the economic environment. The manager, businessman and the entrepreneur
of today needs many more weapons in armory. Holistic
education should include all round development of a student.
Overall development of the individual is the goal of education. We have seen an accelerating growth in the result percentage. We all have to ensure that there is no
stone left unturned to equip the student of today for the
challenges of life. Our aim is to achieve 100% results in
all the streams, which will require tremendous self-motivation on the part of all concerned and will be fulfilling
for the student as well as the facultyIt gives me immense
pleasure to pen a few words as prologue to our in-house
magazine ‘PHOENIX’ exclusively meant for churning out
the latent writing talent which bears immense potentiality
of sharpening your communication skill as part of your
over all personality development. I congratulate all the
contributors and the editorial board for bringing out such
a beautiful magazine.
On behalf of Sanpada College of commerce and technology family, I welcome all the students and wish you all
the best for achieving greater success and scaling new
heights in the coming session.
Wishing you all the best…!
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Vice Principal’s Message
Dear Students,
We live today in a world that is so very different from the one we grew up
in, the one we were educated in. the world today is changing at such an accelerated rate and we as educators need to pause and reflect on this entire
system of education.
The constant growth in information and communication related technologies
in the recent past has brought about remarkable changes in various aspects
of human life and led to the creation of a knowledge based society where
knowledge is the most powerful tool for success. In the context, of being
familiar to the latest technical advances in various fields has become an
Prof. Sheela Warbhuwan Sakhare extreme need of the hour. Hence, apart from delivering excellent academic
content and development of skills through practical experiences, the stuVice-Principal
dents are encouraged to develop interpersonal skills through interaction with
(Degree College)
knowledgeable resource persons. Various modules are chalked out to make
them “industry ready”. Placement of young energetic budding students is
of prime importance to all of us. A systematic development and overall confidence building through bridge courses
and weekly programs is unique of our institution.
We impart education to match the advancement in technology and globalization and march our children ahead with
SCCT ethos of moral values and principles. We endeavour constantly to in still these qualities in our children. Our
focus will always remain on raising efficient, confident and highly knowledgeable person with global thinking and a
futuristic mind set. I expect all my students to have a champion’s attitude and a unquenchable thirst for knowledge.
Our aim at Sanpada College of Commerce and Technology is to impart top quality education in a multicultural environment with the best facilities and a dedicated teaching staff to bring you the best of knowledge.
A committed and supportive management dedicated Professor’s blend harmoniously to create a child –centric college. Teamwork is the hallmark of SCCT.I am sure through collaborative efforts we can achieve more to benefit our
students who are the future of tomorrow.
To be successful in life, have ambitions and define your goals clearly. Discipline and hard work is the key to success.
Be regular in your classes and focus on your goals. Your concerted efforts with the able guidance of your teachers
would definitely provide you a blissful and successful life.
At SCCT will give you the power to dream, to aspire and to soar towards what you define as success.
With sincere and warm regards.

Co-ordinator’s Message

Dr. Roselin Linitta George
Co-ordinator

Sanpada College of Commerce and Technology, is committed to foster in its
students, the pursuits of individual excellence and participate in full range
of academic, social and physical activities, and to make them evolve as
all-rounders. Our College has stood above the rest in its approach to education and in its pedagogies. The aim of the college always has been to bring
out the best in the students and make them better citizens. Our students
come here with a great hope and we guide them achieve their dreams .The
college always tries to impart in the students the academic excellence, a
sense of duty, discipline and above all moral and humanitarian values which
are a need of the time. We are dedicated, not only in bringing out the best in
students, but also to groom their character. A student should not only be well
versed in the academics but also learn from the everyday life in society by
upholding moral righteousness. At SCCT, students will have a good exposure to all the academic aspects and interpersonal skills.
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College Campus
CONFERENCE HALL
•
•
•

LECTURE HALLS OF THE COLLEGE

College Campus
PLAYGROUND

STAFF ROOM

Well Furnished
Fully Air Conditioned
Management& College Meetings

COMPUTER LAB

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

3 Lab
150 Computers
20 Mbps Internet Speed
Master Software (Erp), Adobe, Corel draw, Photoshop, Tally, Ms Campus Agreement, Open Source
Software
5 Projector
8 Printer
2 Scanner

•
•
•
•

Total No. Of Halls: 28
Comfortable Benches
Well Ventilated
Spacious and well maintained rooms

GYMKHANA

A modern sports complex providing facilities for both
indoor and outdoor games, cricket ground, volley- ball
court, kabbadi, basket- ball court, foot- ball round, Table
Tennis, Carom, Chess etc.
LIBRARY

•
•
•

Girls & Boys Common Room
Well Furnished
Facilitated With Attendant

EXAMINATION ROOM

•

Spacious

•

Lockers for teachers

Fee Collection, Railway Concession, Admission/ Enrollment/Eligibility
HOSTEL

Institute has well qualified instructor to guide and organize sports events. The institute has excellent facilities
for :
•
Cricket,
•
Volley ball,
•
Football,
•
Kabbadi,
•
Badminton
•
Gymnasium etc.

COMMON ROOM

4 Staff Rooms

MAIN ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

CANTEEN

The college has a spacious and well furnished canteen,
serves all vegetarian dishes and snacks to the students

•

SEMINAR HALL
190 seating capacity,Projector, A.C, Speakers/Mike,
Sound System, Podium

•
•
•

PHOTOGRAPHY LAB

•

Fully Equipped, Dark – Room, Digital camera with flash,
Digital Lights, Photo Enlarger, Computer with Photoshop software

•

Well Equipped With:
CCTV Camera, A/C , Xerox Machine and Printer

•
•
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Total Number of Books in the Library : 19,442
Total Number of Titles : 2,951
News Papers (Hindi, English, Urdu, Marathi) are
available
Magazines & Journals are available for students /
Faculties
OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue) facility
(E-Granthalaya software). Computers are kept in
the computer lab for the OPAC facility.
Students can refer to Previous Years Question
Papers in the Library
Project Reports are available for Reference.
Manuals / Booklets / Prospectus are available.
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SCCT ADVANTAGE : KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

SCCT Advantage - Key Diffentiators

SCCT ADVANTAGE : KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

SCCT Advantage - Key Diffentiators

Soft skills and personality development classes every week
Intra Collegiate Commerce Festival - “Trinova”
Intra Collegiate Management Festival - “Cognite”
Intra Collegiate IT Festival “Insipiron”
Intra Collegiate BMM Seminar cum workshop &
Film festival- “Media Galvanizer and Bombay Odyssey”
ORIENS

INSIPIRON

Industrial Visit once a Semester
Carrier Counseling and Guidance
Live Industrial IT projects
TRINOVA

Separate computer practical lab
Guest lecture, Seminar & ﬁeld visits
Different clubs for subjects
Tutorial classes to enhance communication skills
CONVOCATION CEREMONY

CONVOCATION CEREMONY

Use of management games, role plays and movie clips
Cultural and sports events
Annual Day- “Oriens”- Cultural and sports events
Life skill coaching
COGNITE

Crash courses for third year classes
100% job assistance- Campus Recruitment
Convocation Ceremony
SPORTS

MEDIA GALVANIZER & BOMBAY ODYSSEY
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Bulletin Board
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Admissions Process & Documents Required
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Course Content & Examinations : Junior College
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Admissions Process & Documents Required

Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com.) Programme

For The Academic Year 2020-21
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B.Com. (Accounting & Finance ) Programme

B.Com. (Banking & Insurance) Programme

For The Academic Year 2020-21

For The Academic Year 2020-21
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Bachelor Of Management Studies (BMS) Programme

B.Sc.(I.T.) Programme

For The Academic Year 2020-21

For The Academic Year 2020-21
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B.Sc.(C.S.) Programme

B.A.M.M.C. Programme

For The Academic Year 2020-21

For The Academic Year 2020-21
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College Terms

College Terms
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College Terms

College Terms
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College Terms

Guidelines for the Students
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Guidelines for the Students

Guidelines for the Students
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Scholarship/Freeship for SCCT (Degree & Jr. College

Faculty
Faculty is the principal driver of change through their direct involvement in every aspect of the institute:
academics, governance, research, and consultancy. They combine the very highest standard of teaching and
mentioning with diverse backgrounds as eminent entrepreneurs, policy makers, theoreticians and
constants. The rich diversity of their backgrounds instills in the students a contiguous desire to achieve excellence.
Faculty members at SCCT Sanpada are committed to excellence in teaching, research, and to the
advancement of the Technology, Commerce, Management, and Finance. faculty members are passionate
and curious individuals who continue their own research while teaching at SCCT. They come from Maharashtra
and other states of India, bringing with them a diverse wealth of knowledge.
Faculty members serve on executive committees and policy formulation boards of a rich variety of organizations
in both private and public domains. these include corporations, financial institutions, cooperative societies,
NGOs, academic institutions and international agencies. Such active involvement generates precious cross- fertilization
and ensures that all academic programs are kept up to date.
Professors also make themselves available to students outside of the class room, even beyond office hours,
such as meeting in the dining hall or before or after class. our faculties make a point of connecting with their
students to create a fulling academic experience.

Degree College

Junior College

Administrative Staﬀ
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ORIENTAL EDUCATION SOCIETY
1.H.K. INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES & RESEARCH – JOGESHWARI, MUMBAI.
2.H.K. COLLEGE OF EDUCATION – JOGESHWARI, MUMBAI.
3.H.K. COLLEGE OF PHARMACY – JOGESHWARI, MUMBAI.
4.ORIENTAL COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT – ANDHERI, MUMBAI.
5.OES INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL – ANDHERI, MUMBAI.
6.ORIENTAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION & RESEARCH – ANDHERI, MUMBAI.
7.ORIENTAL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY – SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI.
8.SANPADA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & TECHNOLOGY – SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI.
9.ORIENTAL COLLEGE OF LAW ,SANPADA ,NAVI MUMBAI.
10.ORIENTAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION – SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI.
11.ORIENTAL HOSTEL – PALM BEACH ROAD, SANPADA NAVI MUMBAI.
12.ORIENTAL SCHOOL OF BUSINESS – VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI.
13.OES INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL – VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI.
14.ORIENTAL INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT - VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI.

Sector No-2,Plot No.3, 4,5,
Behind Sanpada Railway Station,
Sanpada (W), Navi Mumbai 400 705.
Tel.: 022-2775 3117 / 2775 1116 / 2775 2213
Web.: www.scct.edu.in

